News Release

Nantes, France – June 7, 2022

Sercel Makes Major Sale of WiNG Land Nodal System for
Energy Transition Surveys
Sercel is pleased to announce the sale of a 15,000 channel WiNG system to Smart
Seismic Solutions (S3), a French seismic and geophysical survey contractor. This
new sale comes after S3 successfully deployed WiNG in Europe on a series of
extensive clean energy and mineral projects (helium, geothermal energy and salt).
Convinced by the performance of Sercel’s land nodal system, S3 aims to utilize bestin-class equipment and supply its clients with leading solutions for seismic surveys
mainly focused on projects with a positive environmental impact.
Featuring QuietSeis®, Sercel’s ultrasensitive broadband digital sensor, WiNG nodes
deliver optimal data quality for unsurpassed subsurface imaging. In addition, when
equipped with Sercel’s field-proven Pathfinder transmission management
technology, WiNG provides operators with real-time visibility of the spread, ensuring
the most comprehensive and efficient quality control.
Patrick Robert, Smart Seismic Solutions COO, said: “With the WiNG featuring
QuietSeis and Pathfinder technologies, we can offer our clients reliable equipment to
deliver highly accurate imaging. Sercel continues to be a trustworthy solution
provider that anticipates our needs and supports us in overcoming the most complex
challenges even in difficult-to-access environments.”
Emmanuelle Dubu, Sercel CEO, said: “This new sales contract demonstrates once
again the performance and versatility of our latest-generation WiNG wireless nodal
solution. Sercel is proud to leverage its recognized expertise in seismic data
acquisition to support energy transition projects.”
About Sercel
Sercel designs and manufactures high-tech solutions for subsurface exploration.
Capitalizing on its world-leading position in the seismic acquisition industry, Sercel
also provides innovative solutions for structural monitoring, defense and underwater
acoustics applications. Headquartered in Nantes (France), Sercel operates
worldwide and employs more than 1,500 people. More information about Sercel is
available at www.sercel.com.
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